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It is well known that transverse isotropy (azimuthal isotropy) in sdi.menta.ry  basins
may possess substantial anisotropy of several tens of percent in both P-wave and
shear-wave velocity variations. Such anisotropy in SV-wave velocities necessarily
causes cusps in the group-velocity surfaces. Perhaps surprisingly, there appear to be
no reports of observations of anisotropic cusps in the literature except for a report of
anomalously fast SV-arrivals in Pierre Shale by Jolly (1956), which he suggests are
cuspidal arrivals, and a report of large SV-wave velocity variations in Oxford Clay by
Kemer et al. ( 1989)) which imply the presence of cusps. This paper reports a
six-component shear-wave experiment in the Juravskoe Oil Field in the Caucasus
Basin where cusps in the SV-wave group-velocity surface are observed and modelled
with synthetic seismograms along eight walkaway VSPs.

The Juravskoe Oil Field has a layer-cake structure and, like other clay reservoirs in
Russia, has variable production that may differ substantially between wells a few
hundreds of metres apart. The reasons for this variability are not understood. The
reservoir zone is at about 2OOOm in the lower 1OOm of 13OOm of an almost uniform
layer of Maikop clay. Nefiegeofizika  and the Edinburgh Anisotropy Project
collaborated in an experiment to to estimate the internal structure of the reservoir at
productive and non-productive wells. The layout of the VSPs and walkaway VSPs,
with off-sets out to 25OOm, were designed with optimized acquisition geometry
(OAG) to maximize the information content of the seismograms (Macbeth et al. 1993).
Six-component seismograms (two shear-wave source orientations to three-component
geophones) were recorded along eight walkaway VSPs: two azimuths to geophones at
two depths in two wells. All eight walkaways displayed multiple arrivals and arrivals
on vertical geophones from the 150Omoffset  SV-wave sources (marked by open
triangle) that were over a l/lOs earlier than arrivals from neighbouring offsets
(Fig. la).

Simple straightline calculations in the clay layer imply, and synthetic seismograms
co&m, that the clay has substantial azimuthal isotropy of some 20% for P-waves,
40% for SH-waves, and 25% for SV-waves. There is evidence from the
cross-coupling of energy between sag&al and transverse directions that there is also a
small percentage of azimuthal anisotropy (perhaps 1.5%). The vertical P-wave and
shear-wave velocity structure is derived from zero- and near-offset (750m) P-wave and
shear-wave VSPs. Guided by these vertical velocities, a multi-layered anisotropic
model is used to calculate synthetic seismograms. These synthetic shear-waves match
the behaviour and much of the character of the observed arrivals from both radial and
transverse source orientations remarkably well (Fig. lb). It is an important diagnostic
for the nature of the waveforms (and the success of the modelling) that the synthetic
seismograms particularly match the effective decoupling of the horizontal radial and
vertical motion at wide-offsets, which is such a distinctive feature of the observed
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FIG 1. (a) Three-component walkaway VSP with offsets out to 25OOm to a gcophone  at 1950m
de@. (b) Synthetic seismograms with the same arrival-times marked as in (a), above. (c)
S@~tic seismograms at smaller offset intervals with the same arrival-times marked.

seismograms.
Synthetic seismograms at smaller offset intervals (Pig. lc) demonstrate how the

strong azimuthal isotropy results in cusps in the SV-wave group-velocity sheets. Note
that for clarity the cusp is displayed for a model with only azimuthal isotropy. The
fast arrival at 15OOm is from the leading edge of the cusp and many of the multiple
arrivals are also associated with the cusp. The synthetics also demonstrate that the
fast arrivat at 25OOm is a P-to-S conversion at the top of the clay layer.

These cuspidal arrivals are more than an interesting curiosity. The anomalously
early arrivaI, which could have been misinterpreted as a struc!uraI irregularity is
shown to be a feature of the strong anisotropy in a uniform plme-layered sttucture.
The experiment was designed to examine the internal structure of the reservoir zone.
The cusp, together with the P-to-S conversion, mean that there is a wide variety of
shear-wave arrivals with different polarizations and amplitudes sampling the reservoir
zone. In particular, signals from the 1750m. 200&n, and 2500m offsets have long,
almost horizontal, raypaths within the reservoir. The value of these arrivals for
specifying the internal structure of the reservoir wiII be discussed.
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